
USS Delphyne 9903.22


Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><RESUME MISSION<><><><><><><><><><><><

ACO_Grant:
:: On the bridge::

LtJg_Cray:
::At science station one.  Checking all scans: Theta radiation, tachyon, anti-proton and scanning for temporal and spacial anomalies::

OPS_Lynam:
::On bridge, at station::

CMORevvik:
::on the bridge preparing for AT::

CTO_Psion:
::At tactical.  Keeping close scans on the five Romulan Warbirds closing on the Delphyne's position::

ACO_Grant:
CMO: Get to the Transporter Room 1, collect the Lefler and his Eng Team

ACO_Grant:
CMO: then standby

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Two Warbirds have entered Federation space sir.  Shall we hail them?

CEOLefler:
ENG: Allright everyone. Put your new pins on and lets move out

FCO_Wall:
::on bridge at FC, monitoring plotting course for return to SB 173 with Warbird::

OPS_Lynam:
XO: Sir I suggest we try hailing the warbird.  I mwan. they did call for help.

ACO_Grant:
Psion: Acknowledged

LtJg_Cray:
::Pooling the signals from the four probes and analyzing data::

ACO_Grant:
Ops: Open hailing frequencies to incoming warbirds

CEOLefler:
::Puts Supper Satchel on back and heads for Transporter Room::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: course plotted and ready for when we have the warbird to head back to SB173

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Hailing frequencies open .

CTO_Psion:
::Scans Romulans for weapons and shield status::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: acknowledged

CMORevvik:
::stands up and heads for TR1::

ACO_Grant:
COMM:Warbirds: This is Cmdr Grant of the USS Delphyne, why are you in this sector? :: said with calm::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The Romulans weapons and shields are powered down.  Apparently they wish to portray themselves as non-threatening.

CEOLefler:
::Enters TR1 with 3 other engineers::

CMORevvik:
::enters TR1::

ACO_Grant:
PSION: we should be the same

CTO_Psion:
ACO: Aye.

ACO_Grant:
OPS: go ahead on separate channel , see if you can raise the comm to damaged ship

ROM_Ship:
COMM: Federation ship...... we received a distress call from this sector and have been trying to locate its source.....may i ask the same of you and your ship?

OPS_Lynam:
::Configures power to normal status::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans for temporal anomalies again::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: yeah perhaps we could get cooperation from the romulans in this situation?

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Aye sir.

OPS_Lynam:
::Opens seperate frequency::

ACO_Grant:
COMM:Warbird: We are replying to distress signal also

ACO_Grant:
FCO: we shall see

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:DistressedBird:  This is the U.S.S. Delphyne, we are here to help.  Please respond.

ROM_Ship:
COMM: it seems from the signal that their navigation systems went awry....

ACO_Grant:
:: smiles disarmingly at image of Romulan Cmdr::

FCO_Wall:
::feeling confident and in a good mood::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans for spatial anomalies::

ROM_Ship:
COMM: we seem unable to make direct contact with the disabled ship

ACO_Grant:
COMM: we were told that they might have suffered drive difficulties

CMORevvik:
::stands around waiting

FCO_Wall:
::monitors course, steady as she goes::

CMORevvik:
::

ACO_Grant:
COMM: warbird: Our vulcan doctor believes that he has detected survivors faintly by telepathy

LtJg_Cray:
::Scans for irregular neutrino and gravimetric signals that would indicate a damaged power source::

ROM_Ship:
COMM: yes.. that is the information we have.   It seems that your assistance may not be necessary after all, as you can see there are plenty of Romulan ships here that will be able to handle the situation

CEOLefler:
*OPS*: Any distortions that would suggest the singularity drive is unstable?

ROM_Ship:
COMM: we have also picked up faint signals.  We are trying to lock on to them as we speak

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: Negative.

ROM_Ship:
COMM: we hope to be able to help this distressed ship and take it home

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Perhaps they disabled ship cannot contact any other ship, due to their distress.  Can you pick up any phased or anomalous comm signals?

ACO_Grant:
COMM:Warbird: Still this is Federation space we should be here to moniter anything that goes on and to render assistance less any nasty Dominion ships show up

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I haven't picked up anything yet.  I'm still trying.

ROM_Ship:
COMM:  ::Looks around momentarily:: i understand.....

FCO_Wall:
CTO: do we have a location yet on the warbird?

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the failed war bird begins phasing in.......

CTO_Psion:
FCO:  Negative.  Still attempting to contact them.

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: There she is sir.

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  Reading the ship sir!

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: Roms cut channel

ACO_Grant:
COMM: warbird: we are trying to use various methods to reveal the ship but these techniques might affect your systems please hold your position and we will tell you when it is save to proceed

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the Romulan ships converge on the disabled vehicle

CTO_Psion:
::Scans the three Warbirds in the Nuetral Zone.  They are stopped::

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: The Romulans have terminated their comm link with us sir.

ACO_Grant:
Psion: looks like the damaged ship is appearing

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The other three ships in the Neutral Zone have stopped their approach.

ACO_Grant:
OPS: acknowledged

ACO_Grant:
Psion: yes, I see that

LtJg_Cray:
::Scanning the damaged ship::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: if we had an exact location on the warbird prior I could have gotten us there first

ACO_Grant:
Psion: is the location of ship good enough for beaming over AT

ACO_Grant:
?

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Correction sir, they are approaching.

CTO_Psion:
::Scans:: ACO: Yes sir.

ACO_Grant:
OPS:acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
COMM:DamBird: This is the U.S.S. Delphyne, we are here to help.  Please respond.

ROM_Ship:
ACTION:  Com signal from the disabled ship..........Cloaking device had malfunctioned. All aboard are safe. We will be leaving the neutral zone as soon as possible,  extending apologies for the navigational error

CEOLefler:
*OPS* any lifesign on board that ship? I'd like to know who is going to be waiting for us

ACO_Grant:
*TR1chief*: beam over AT, Dr.Revvik you have only a few minutes to help that ship and its crew

FCO_Wall:
::adjusts course to intercept distressed warbird::

ACO_Grant:
*TR1chief*: hold

OPS_Lynam:
::Scans damaged ship::

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  Scans indicate the ship will have to be towed if they wish to arrive anywhere sir.

ACO_Grant:
Comm: damaged warbird: do you have casaulities? we have help ready

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for life signals::

ROM_Ship:
<Damaged ship> COMM: we have only minor injuries :obviously not telling the whole truth::  and will  be assisted by our comrades

ACO_Grant:
COMM:Damagedship: we also have Eng help ready, you 'l have to be towed otherwise

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Life signs indicate several casualties, many of them serious.

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: ::obvious pause in response::

ACO_Grant:
Psion: acknowledged

FCO_Wall:
::approaching distressed warbird::

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Scans are scetchy but it looks like they had a plasma explosion aboard, I'm reading high radiation levels in their secondary hull.

CMORevvik:
::waiting to be beemed over

CMORevvik:
::

ACO_Grant:
COMM: damaged ship: Your damaged cloak is dangerous to Romulan ships , standby for assistance to get out of our territory

LtJg_Cray:
::Scanning the five Warbirds::

ACO_Grant:
COMM:damaged warbird: Our help is on the way don't overexert yourselves

ROM_Ship:
<Damaged ship>COMM:   ::reluctant:: alright........standing by

ACO_Grant:
*tr1* : engage transporter

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the other Warbirds begin to move to intercept the damaged ship.

FCO_Wall:
::pulls up next to one of the other assisting warbirds about 8,000km::

ACO_Grant:
*<tr1chief>: engages

LtJg_Cray:
::Maintains scans::

CEOLefler:
::Energizes on Romulan Bridge::

CMORevvik:
::rematerializes on the Romulan Bridge::

FCO_Wall:
::all stop in front of distressed warbird::

ROM_Ship:
@<Rom Commander> ::greets the AT as they appear::

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Well sir, I hope we didn't just give them some hostages.

ACO_Grant:
COmm: AT: make sure the damaged cloak is disengaged and treat most severe injuries first, see if you can get impulse going

ACO_Grant:
OPS: the improved commbadges should help

LtJg_Cray:
ACO/CTO:  Their hull's integrity is dangerously low.  Any confrontation would ensure the ship's destruction.  I am attempting to do a more thorough survey.

CMORevvik:
::looks around::

CTO_Psion:
::Scans for Delphyne crew::  ACO:  All crew beamed aboard safely sir.

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: I wasn't worried about the ship phasing out.  I'm worried about the shields going up.

CEOLefler:
@ROM: Can you lead me to your engine room?

ACO_Grant:
Psion: Keep a transporter lock onthem

ROM_Ship:
@<Rom officer> ::looks around nervously to the commander:: ::turns and leads Lefler to the engine room::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: i have us stopped about 2,000km in front off warbird

CMORevvik:
@ROM: where are any wounded located?

CEOLefler:
::Follows Romulan officer with Ensigns Moe, Larty and Curly following behind::

CEOLefler:
@

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Aye sir.  ::locks the away teams signatures into the computer::

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the other romulan ships wait while the Federation "helps"


LtJg_Cray:
ACO/CTO:  The ships power systems are also shaky.  That's probably why they materialized: they couldn't maintain power to their cloak.  But I can't figure out the nature of their problem.

ACO_Grant:
COMM: Warbirds: Our people have found survivors and should be able to disable the effect that creates these spacetime anomalies soon then you should be able safely tow the damaged ship home

ROM_Ship:
COMM: Delphyne: thank you.........::waits nervously::

ACO_Grant:
CRay: acknowledged

CMORevvik:
@::pulls out tricorder and scans for the wounded... follows the singals::

CEOLefler:
::Enters Romulan Engine Room and notices Warp Drive is offline::

ROM_Ship:
COMM: we could have handled the situation though your assistance is greatly appreciated.

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The commander of the Romulan ship is nervous.  I suspect we have come across a rather delicate situation.

ACO_Grant:
COMM:incomingwarbirds: That is what being allies is all about

FCO_Wall:
::enters another course on standby in case trouble arises to make a quick getaway::

ROM_Ship:
COMM:  indeed commander , ::Smiles his best romulan smile::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I would say so.  They're sneaking around inside our borders.

ACO_Grant:
COMM:AT: can you perform the necessary medical proceedures there or do you need to send anybody to our ship?

CEOLefler:
@*ACO*: Sir the Warp engines have been shut down. And the Artificial Singularity appears contained. I am working on getting impulse and power distribution back up


CMORevvik:
*ACO*  still to be determined sir...  I will keep you posted

ACO_Grant:
comm:Lefler: acknowledge

ACO_Grant:
d

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  That is evident, but also to be expected of Romulans.  I meant to add that there may be a technological advance they are attempting to hide.

CEOLefler:
::Surreptiously pulls out "modified" tricorder and begins "scanning the engines innocently"

CEOLefler:
@

OPS_Lynam:
*CEO*:Watch the plasma flow chief, they already had one explosion.

CMORevvik:
@::enters what appears to be the romulan Sickbay.... hmm, not much different... except for color::

FCO_Wall:
ACO/CTO: I have a course ready in case something should arise...

ACO_Grant:
FCO: good

ACO_Grant:
OPS: Do you have the compression program ready for anything we learn?

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The first Warbird seems sluggish around it's Y-axis.  I recommend maneuvers in the X-Z plane.

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Aye sir, whenever you're ready.

CEOLefler:
@*OPS* Will do. ::Wonders if Lynam wants something in particular scanned::

ACO_Grant:
::Thinking that tension on the damaged ship must be thick enough to slice::

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the officers watch the AT very closely

LtJg_Cray:
::Concentrates the probes scanners on the ship::

CEOLefler:
@::Notices what should be the cloak but looks oddly midifies. Takes laser welder out of Satchel and leaves it on counter pointing innocently at starnge cloak::

CEOLefler:
@::Uses welder on Impulse engines to explain it being out of bag and then places it back on counter pointing ant cloak::

CMORevvik:
@::quickly jogs over to a bio bed... all power gone from sickbay...:: *ACO* there isnot very much power in thier medbay... I will need to beam some of them to the ship...

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  Are you detecting any increase in communications between the five Warbirds?

CMORevvik:
@*Lefler* how is it comming down there?

ACO_Grant:
comm:AT:Revvik: acknowledged, I guess your assistants will have to triage quickly

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the warbirds move into transporter range of the damaged ship

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Yes, it's encrypted but I'll bet they're sending a play by play.

CEOLefler:
@::Closes up Impluse pannel and heads to cloaking device::

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: ::Notices ships closing in::  I might be wrong.

ACO_Grant:
COMM: AT:Revvik: see if you stabilize them , talk to survivors see what nature of injuries

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: The crew members of the disables ship are transported off

FCO_Wall:
::monitors FC, ready for might arise::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Detecting transporter signals on the injured ship.

CMORevvik:
*ACO* aye sir

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the damaged ship begins fluctuating

OPS_Lynam:
ACO:  Uh oh sir, I show a large scale evac of the damaged bird.

CMORevvik:
@*Lefler* how is it comming down there?

CTO_Psion:
::Beams the away team back::

ACO_Grant:
COMM: AT:Revvik many of the Romulan crew seem to be leaving , are you ready to leave?

CMORevvik:
@::scans them with tricorder...  internal bleeding... fratures.... laserations....and assorted minor injuries.....::

ROM_Ship:
COMM: Delphyne: we have detected a mass overload on the systems over on the damaged warbird and have beamed off our people, we suggest you do the same 

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: The warbird is dematerializing.

FCO_Wall:
::looks over at OPS::

ACO_Grant:
psion: beam back our people now

CEOLefler:
@*REVV* I have finished essential repairs tothe impulse engines and power grid. I was planning on taking a look at the cloak but the Rom engineers insist it was not affected by the explosion. They are insisting rather strongly. So I guess that's all I can do here

CTO_Psion:
::Signal lock on the away team...powers the transporters up::

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: I recccomend we back off a bit, just in case.

CEOLefler:
@::Picks up "tools" and puts them back in Supper Satche::

CTO_Psion:
ACO: I have the away team.  They will materialize momentarily.

CMORevvik:
@*ACO* just about.... I am checking the injured........<pause>  ok,  7 to beam to sickbay...out.  *Lefler* are you ready to leave?

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Away team is aboard sir.

ACO_Grant:
FCO: as soon as our people are back , set course for a safe distance from the damaged ship , at least  4 AU

CEOLefler:
@*REVV* Ready

CMORevvik:
::closes medkit and stands straight::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: engage emergency course

CMORevvik:
@*ACO* were ready sir

FCO_Wall:
ACO: aye ::engages full impulse::

ROM_Ship:
ACTION: the warbirds move off to a safe distance

LtJg_Cray:
::Points all scanners on the ship::

CEOLefler:
::Heads to Bridge::

ACO_Grant:
*TR1*:DR . Revvik , Mr.Lefler report to the bridge

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the damaged ship begins to cloak and uncloak..........

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  Reading an energy build up on the ship.

CEOLefler:
::Enters Bridge and walks up to ACO::

CMORevvik:
*ACO* aye..

CMORevvik:
::heads for bridge::

ACO_Grant:
COMM:incoming warbirds: we have done all that we can, if you had informed us of your activities perhaps this tragedy could have been avoide

OPS_Lynam:
::Monitors comm traffic::

ACO_Grant:
d

CMORevvik:
:::enters the bridge and heads toward ACO::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: distance 20,000km....25,0000km.....31,0000, safe distance from warbird

ACO_Grant:
Psion: is there anyone left onboard the damaged ship

ACO_Grant:
?

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Negative sir.

Nicke_AGM:
COMM: <Warbirds> there was nothing to inform you of commander.  We were only responding to a distress call whci we  could have handled

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  We could attempt to stabilize it by remotely disconnecting the power source.

CEOLefler:
::Holds scanner findings in hand::

Nicke_AGM:
COMM: we do appreciate your assistance though and it is unfortunate that we meet under such conditions

ACO_Grant:
COMM:Warbirds: of course but keeping allies involved is good policy in general

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  It's a longshot...but perhaps we could succeed.

FCO_Wall:
::thinks new that this would work out::

ACO_Grant:
COMM:warbirds: Regrettably you must destroy the damaged ship lest it fall into enemy hands or worse into Ferengi hands'

Nicke_AGM:
COMM: agreed commander... we didn't think past the fact that we had it under control.  My apologies

Nicke_AGM:
COMM: i am awaiting official orders to do just such. Though i find it a waste........

ACO_Grant:
Psion: recall our probes or selfdestruct them now

Nicke_AGM:
::disgusted::

CTO_Psion:
::Recalls probes::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Probes have been recalled.

ACO_Grant:
CTO: acknowledged

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: power buildup increases on damaged ship

FCO_Wall:
ACO: I think we made another step in peace between us and the romulans

LtJg_Cray:
::Thinks of a method to salvage the ship.  The transporters could dematerialize the engine...in effect jettisoning the core::

ACO_Grant:
CMO,CEO: give your raw data files to Mr.Lynham for compressed transmission to starfleet intel

ACO_Grant:
Mr.wall: That is very diplomatic of you

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the Damaged ship Blows up

CTO_Psion:
::Raises shields::

CEOLefler:
ACO: Understood sir. I managed to get a good look at what looked like a modified cloak. I used some the the Supper Satchel gadgest to get some scans and pictures of the device.

ACO_Grant:
:: head snaps back as image of ship explodes on screen::

CMORevvik:
::hands lynam the PADD with the data::

FCO_Wall:
::notices ship blows up::

ACO_Grant:
CEO: very good, prepare a follow up report to send to Starfleet intel with your analysis

CEOLefler:
::Hands Lynam the Scanner Data on Cloak::

CEOLefler:
ACO: Aye sir

ACO_Grant:
Dr.Revvik: What do you think of their crew and their injuries

ACO_Grant:
?

OPS_Lynam:
::Takes PADD from Lefler and inputs data::

CMORevvik:
ACO: they suffered injuries that could have been treated if they had the appropriate medical facilities for that size of ship.....

ACO_Grant:
Revvik: were these high  ranking officers?

OPS_Lynam:
::Compresses data and prepares to send::

LtJg_Cray:
::Scan the explosion site::

FCO_Wall:
OPS: see I told you we would be alright... ::grins::

CEOLefler:
::Walks to Engineering station on bridge. Decided to stay on bridge until needed in Engineering::

OPS_Lynam:
FCO: Never doubted you for a minute.  ::Smile::

CMORevvik:
ACO:... their facilities were badly out dated and couldn't handle the ingured......yes... they were... there were more higher ranked officers than you would expect on a ship

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Shall I wait till the Romulan's leave before sending the data?

ACO_Grant:
Revvik:hmmm

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Higher ranked officer?  Were they science officers or command?

ACO_Grant:
OPS: make it look like a routine status report of our location to Starfleet headquarters

OPS_Lynam:
ACO:Aye sir

FCO_Wall:
ACO: should we remain on this course, 50,000km from site of warbird and increasing we are at full impulse?

ACO_Grant:
Psion: continue to moniter behavior of warbirds , are they doing any kind of salvaging ?

Nicke_AGM:
ACTION: the warbirds change course and prepare to head to their borders

OPS_Lynam:
::Sends status report to starfleet with data on an encrypted sub-channel::

ACO_Grant:
FCO: full stop

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Negative sir.  They are retreating.

FCO_Wall:
ACO: aye ::activates all stop::

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  I'm reading some strange scans from the explosion site.

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: I believe the peaceful term is "departing"

ACO_Grant:
FCO: set heading for SB173, warp 3 we must not appear to be in a hurry

CTO_Psion:
::Looks at OPS::

FCO_Wall:
ACO: aye

ACO_Grant:
Psion: any residual reading of importance like spacetime anomalies or gaseous anomalies?

FCO_Wall:
ACO: ::sets course:: course ready

OPS_Lynam:
CTO: Enemies retreeat, allies "depart". ::Grin::

CTO_Psion:
OPS:  I meant no emotional attatchment to my comment.  But I thank you for pointing my mistake out.

ACO_Grant:
Dr.revvik: I expect a full report of your AT by 1800 hours

OPS_Lynam:
ACO: Message sent

ACO_Grant:
FCO: engage

FCO_Wall:
::engages Warp 3::

ACO_Grant:
::Feels tension lessen on the bridge::

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  The anamoly would indicate a manipulation of spacetime of some sort.  Exactly what the nature is, I cannot determine.

CMORevvik:
ACO: yes sir

ACO_Grant:
Psion: Prepare a report for Starfleet intel to that effect

LtJg_Cray:
ACO:  There also seem to be evidence of subspace manipulation.

CTO_Psion:
ACO:  Aye sir.

ACO_Grant:
Cray:acknowledged

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: So are you gonna build us a cloaking device?

CEOLefler:
OPS: Who says I haven't already. I use it to walk around in your room at night

OPS_Lynam:
CEO: I was wondering who keeps mixing up my sock drawer.

Nicke_AGM:
<><><><><><><><><><><><><END MISSION<><><><><><><><><><
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